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Abstract

The rich spatio-temporal information is crucial to cap-
ture the complicated target appearance variations in vi-
sual tracking. However, most top-performing tracking
algorithms rely on many hand-crafted components for
spatio-temporal information aggregation. Consequently,
the spatio-temporal information is far away from being fully
explored. To alleviate this issue, we propose an adaptive
tracker with spatio-temporal transformers (named AQA-
Track), which adopts simple autoregressive queries to ef-
fectively learn spatio-temporal information without many
hand-designed components. Firstly, we introduce a set of
learnable and autoregressive queries to capture the instan-
taneous target appearance changes in a sliding window
fashion. Then, we design a novel attention mechanism for
the interaction of existing queries to generate a new query
in current frame. Finally, based on the initial target tem-
plate and learnt autoregressive queries, a spatio-temporal
information fusion module (STM) is designed for spatio-
temporal formation aggregation to locate a target object.
Benefiting from the STM, we can effectively combine the
static appearance and instantaneous changes to guide ro-
bust tracking. Extensive experiments show that our method
significantly improves the tracker’s performance on six pop-
ular tracking benchmarks: LaSOT, LaSOText, TrackingNet,
GOT-10k, TNL2K, and UAV123.Code and models will be
https://github.com/orgs/GXNU-ZhongLab.
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Figure 1. The comparison of three different tracking paradigms.
(a) The trackers based on an updating strategy to update a dynamic
template or feature. (b) The trackers based on integrating historical
appearance. H represents historical appearance. (c) The proposed
adaptive tracker with learnable and autoregressive queries.

1. Introduction

Visual object tracking(VOT) is a fundamental task in
computer vision, which aims to estimate the position and
shape of an arbitrary target in video sequences given its
initial status. It has a wide range of applications in fields
including robotic vision, video surveillance [10, 37], au-
tonomous driving [14, 35], and various other domains.
However, the tracking is often influenced by many factors,
including camera movement, self-deformation, and exter-
nal environment (occlusion or distractions from similar ob-
jects). And the target appearance always changing.

Due to the aforementioned challenges, mainstream
tracking algorithms [7, 8, 18, 19, 45, 51] are difficult to
effectively discriminate targets based on the static appear-
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ance (initial template). Therefore few models [2, 11, 26, 38,
44, 48] explore spatio-temporal information to capture the
appearance changes to improve their discriminative ability.
These methods mine the spatio-temporal information in two
main manners. The first one relies on an update strategy
to update a new target appearance, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Some trackers [9, 11, 38] update a dynamic template to get
a new target appearance. In addition, some trackers [2, 26]
get the new target appearance by updating a state feature or
motion feature. These methods based on an update strat-
egy use a confidence score to update the template or feature
in an interval. Even though these methods have achieved
success, they require a manual design of update strategies
and introduce hyperparameters (e.g., intervals, thresholds).
The second approach to mining the spatio-temporal infor-
mation is to integrate the historical target appearance, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). These methods [17, 30, 46, 53] inte-
grate historical appearance through some operation, includ-
ing feature concatenation [46, 48], weighted sum [53], and
memory networks [17]. Although these methods achieve a
competitive performance, they require more computational
resources and are more likely to lead to error accumulation.

To avoid the above issues, we propose an adaptive
tracker (named AQATrack) with spatio-temporal transform-
ers, which adopts simple autoregressive queries to ef-
fectively learn spatio-temporal information without cum-
bersome and customized components, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1(c). Firstly, we use the HiViT [54] as the encoder,
whose task is to learn outstanding spatial features of the
target. Secondly, we design a decoder to mine and propa-
gate spatio-temporal information across continuous frames.
We introduce a set of learnable and autoregressive tar-
get queries to capture the instantaneous target appearance
changes in a sliding window fashion. And temporal at-
tention mechanism is used for the interaction of existing
queries to generate a new query in the current frame. Fi-
nally, a spatio-temporal information fusion module (STM)
is designed for spatio-temporal information aggregation to
locate a target object without any hyperparameters. Bene-
fiting from the STM, we can effectively combine the static
and instantaneous target appearance changes to guide ro-
bust tracking. Detailed experiment shows that our method
can effectively capture the target state changes and motion
trends. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• To fully explore the spatio-temporal information, we pro-
pose an adaptive tracker to capture instantaneous appear-
ance changes without any hand-designed components.

• In the proposed tracker, we introduce a set of learnable
and autoregressive queries to capture the instantaneous
target appearance changes in a sliding window fashion.
A spatio-temporal information fusion module is designed
to combine static appearance and instantaneous changes.

• Extensive experimental results demonstrate that our

tracker achieves SOTA performance on six challeng-
ing benchmarks. In particular, AQATrack-256 and
AQATrack-384 achieves 71.4% and 72.7% AUC score on
long-term benchmarks LaSOT [15], respectively.

2. Related Work
Visual object tracking based on spatial features. Most

trackers perform well by introducing a backbone with pow-
erful spatial feature extraction capabilities from detection
tasks or natural language processing (NLP) tasks. SiamFC
[1] designed a siamese network framework using AlexNet
[24] as the backbone network to extract features from tem-
plate and search, which achieved good performance in
speed and accuracy. Some trackers [8, 48] used ResNet [21]
as a backbone and achieved excellent performance. In re-
cent years, the transformer-based algorithms introduced to
target recognition demonstrated astonishing global model-
ing capabilities. Therefore, visual object tracking also be-
gan to use transformers [40]. Initially, some trackers uti-
lized an attention mechanism or transformer for feature ex-
traction or fusion in tracking. Such as TransT [8] designed
two modules based on the attention mechanism for feature
interaction. STARK [48] uses the transformer structure as
a fusion module. Later, due to the unstoppable charm of
the transformer, some trackers [11, 26] took the transformer
as a backbone. In addition, some researchers proposed full
transformer-based trackers [11, 45, 51] which join feature
extraction and fusion, greatly improving the performance.

Tracking combining spatio-temporal information.
Spatio-temporal information is vital for the model to cap-
ture the target state changes and motion trends. Thus many
mainstream studies [9, 11, 38, 46, 47] explored spatio-
temporal information in visual object tracking. One usually
used method is updating appearance representation. Many
works [9, 11, 38] adopted a dynamic template to update
the target appearance to capture changes, thus making the
matching between template and search images more accu-
rate. A few studies [2, 26] focused on learning a feature to
describe the target’s previous state or motion information.
Another common method for exploring spatio-temporal in-
formation is integrating historical appearance. STMTrack
[17] proposes a space-time memory network to make full
use of historical information. UpdateNet [53] takes into ac-
count a set of historical appearances to estimate the opti-
mal template for the next frame. However, most of these
methods require the design with some artificial rules, and
the spatio-temporal information is far from being fully ex-
plored. Recently, TCTrack[4]/TCTrack++[5] are proposed
for temporal contexts in aerial tracking. They exploit spatio-
temporal information on two levels: the extraction of fea-
tures and the refinement of similarity maps. ARTrack[47]
autoregressively predicts the current coordinates based on
historical coordinates.
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Figure 2. Overview of our framework. It mainly consists of four components, i.e., a spatial encoder for spatial features, a temporal
decoder for learning an autoregressive target query that incorporates temporal information(with red arrows), a spatio-temporal feature
fusion module(STM) designed for a spatio-temporal feature, and a prediction head.

The utilization of query. DETR [6] introduced the con-
cept of query to detect different objects. Since then, many
fields explored the usage of queries, i.e. video instance
segmentation (VIS), multiple object tracking (MOTR), and
Video object detection (VOD). Some algorithms [31, 43,
44, 52] use queries to help recognize the target, which col-
lects information about the changing state of the object in
the video clip. In the field of video segmentation, VisTR
[43] adapts transformer [40] to VIS [50] and uses instance
queries to obtain instance sequences from video clips. In
the realm of multiple object tracking, MOTR [52] intro-
duced track query to model the tracked instances in the
entire video, transferring and updating it frame-by-frame
for iterative predictions over time. Inspired by the usage
of queries in so many excellent algorithms, we propose a
decoder based on target queries to explore spatio-temporal
information within video clips. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to introduce queries in an autoregres-
sive manner in single object tracking.

3. Method
In this section, we provide a detailed explanation of our

proposed tracker. We start by giving a concise overview
of our spatio-temporal tracking framework. Next, we delve
into the specific components of our model, including the
spatial encoder, temporal decoder with queries and temporal
attention, as well as the spatio-temporal information fusion
modules (STM). Finally, we introduce the head network and
loss function used in the tracker.

3.1. Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed tracker primarily con-
sists of a spatial encoder, a temporal decoder, and a spatio-
temporal feature fusion operation module (STM). A pair
of images are input into the encoder, including a tem-

plate image Z ∈ RHz×Wz×3 and a search region image
X ∈ RHx×Wx×3. The spatial encoder uses a hierarchical
downsampling method for image processing and then learns
outstanding representation features through attention mech-
anisms. The temporal decoder takes two inputs: the first
one is a spatial feature from the spatial encoder, and the
second one is some learnable and autoregressive queries.
Its task is to learn the target appearance changes to better
guide the expression of spatial features. In addition, we em-
ployed a spatio-temporal information fusion module (STM)
to combine the static appearance and instantaneous appear-
ance changes. At last, the output features of STM will be
used for result prediction. We refer to the previous work
and employ a center head network to predict the result.

3.2. Spatial Encoder

Many tracking algorithms [7, 20, 51] use a ViT [13] as
the backbone, and its patch size for patch embedding is
16×16. However, we believe that conducting a large down-
sampling at once will weaken the correlation between dif-
ferent patches. So we use a gradual downsampling net-
work as our spatial encoder, which is with a 4×4 patch
size for patch embedding. A total of eight multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP) layers and two merging layers were used
to achieve the goal of gradually downsampling. After the
above operation, the obtained search tokens and template
tokens are fz ∈ RNz×D and fx ∈ RNx×D, respectively.
Here, Nz = HzWz/16

2, Nx = HxWx/16
2, D = 512.

Next, the template token and search token will be concate-
nated and fed into the N-layer encoder for spatial feature
learning. The operation in our encoder can be described as
the following equations:

f0
zx = Concat(fz, fx),

fn
zx = Encoder(fn−1

zx ), n = 1...N,

fN
zx = LN(fN

zx).

(1)
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Figure 3. The structure of the temporal decoder is equipped with
target query and temporal attention. Here FFN, MHA, and TA are
feedforward neural networks, multi-head attention, and temporal
attention, respectively. And Q represents the target query.

Refer to HiViT [54] for a more detailed design of our en-
coder.

3.3. Temporal Decoder

If only spatial features are used for tracking and predic-
tion, it cannot effectively cope with challenges such as mo-
tion or interference from similar objects. Therefore, it is
necessary to introduce temporal information to guide the
expression of spatial features. The number of our temporal
encoder layers is M , and each layer mainly includes the fol-
lowing parts: a temporal attention (TA) layer, a multi-head
attention (MHA) layer, and a feedforward neural network
(FFN) layer. There are two inputs to the temporal encoder,
one is the spatial feature fN

zx from the spatial encoder, and
the other is temporal queries.

Here, let’s review the multi-head attention mechanism,
whose formula is as follows:

MultiHead(Q,K,V) = Concat(H1, ...,Hnh
)WO,

Hi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i ,VWV
i ),

Attention(q,k,v) = Softmax(
qk⊤
√
dk

)v.

(2)

The following are learnable parameters: WQ
i ∈

Rdm×dk , WK
i ∈ Rdm×dk , WV

i ∈ Rdm×dv , and
WO ∈ Rnh×dm are learnable parameter. In AQA-
Track, we employ multi-head attention with 8 heads, i.e.,
nh = 8, dm = 512, and dk = dv = dm/8 = 64.

Target query. Inspired by works [31, 39, 52] in multiple
object tracking (MOT) tasks, we introduced queries to cap-
ture the spatio-temporal information, called target query.
To our knowledge, we are the first to introduce autoregres-
sive queries for mining spatio-temporal information in the
single object tracking (SOT) task. As shown in the Fig. 3,
there are two types of query in our decoder: one is passed

down from the previous frames called Qpre, and the other is
the query to be learned from the current frame called Qcur.
Qcur can describe the state of the target in the current frame
and integrate spatio-temporal information. The decoder in-
put consists of Qall and Qcur, which can be describe as
folows:

Qall = Concat(Qpre, Qcur),

Qpre =

{
Concat(Q1, ..., Qt−1), t < m

Concat(Qt−m+1, ..., Qt−1), t ≥ m

(3)

where m is the length of spatio-temporal information. The
Qcur after the temporal decoder is propagated to the next
frame of the video clip as one of the Qpre. Thus, the tempo-
ral decoder learns spatio-temporal information in the form
of sliding windows.

Temporal attention (TA). Self-attention gives equal at-
tention to all queries, resulting in an inability to achieve
pure temporal information from the Qpre. In order to cap-
ture elaborate target state changes and motion trends, we
design temporal attention for the interaction of existing
queries to generate a new query in current frame. As shown
in Fig. 3, Q is generated by Qcur, K and V generated by
Qall. The calculation of temporal attention is the same as
the Eq. (2).

3.4. Spatio-temporal Information Fusion Module

We used a simple and effective operation to fuse the
spatial features and temporal information without introduc-
ing any parameters. Specifically, we first use a dot prod-
uct to calculate the similarity S ∈ RNx×Ntemporal between
search spatial features fN

x ∈ RNx×D and temporal infor-
mation ftemporal ∈ RNtemporal×D, where D = 512. The
parameter-free operation can be described as the following
equation:

S = fN
x ⊙ f⊤

temporal, (4)

where ⊙ means Dot product. The similar scores S highlight
the location where the target may be located. Then use it to
enhance the expression of spatial feature fN

x with element-
wise product.

3.5. Head and Loss

We use a center-based head for predicting the cen-
troid position and scale of the target. The outputs
of the prediction head are the classification score map
P ∈ [0, 1]

Hx
P ×Wx

P , the size of the bounding box B ∈
[0, 1]2×

Hx
P ×Wx

P , and the offset size O ∈ [0, 1)2×
Hx
P ×Wx

P .
The location with the highest classification score is taken
as the target’s location, and the final tracking result is cal-
culated by combining the offset size and the bounding box
size. We use focal [28] loss and GIoU [36] loss in the pre-
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Figure 4. AUC scores of difference attributes on LaSOT[15]. Best
viewed in color.

Table 1. Comparison of model parameters, FLOPs, and inference.

Model Device Speed(FPS) MACs(G) Params(M) AUC(%)

SeqTrack-256[9] 2080Ti 40 66 89 69.9
STARK[48] Tesla v100 31.7 18.5 43.4 67.1

AQATrack-256(ours) Tesla v100 67.6 25.8 72 71.4
AQATrack-384(ours) Tesla v100 44.2 58.3 72 72.7

diction head network, the total loss L calculation can be
described as:

L = Lcls + λiouLiou + λL1L1, (5)

where λiou = 2 and λL1 = 5 are the regularization param-
eters.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

Our algorithm uses Pytorch 1.9.0 in Python 3.8. Our
tracker was trained and tested on 4 NVIDIA v100 GPUs.

Model variants. We present two variants of AQATrack
with different configurations as follows:

• AQATrack-256. Template size:[128×128]; Search re-
gion size: [256×256];

• AQATrack-384. Template size:[192×192]; Search re-
gion size:[384×384].

AQATrack mainly includes three parts: spatial encoder,
temporal decoder, and spatio-temporal information fusion
module (STM). We use HiViT-Base [54] as the spatial en-
coder with a layer N of 20. In terms of the decoder, the
number of layers M is 3, the hidden size is 256, the num-
ber of attention heads is 8, and the hidden size of the feed
forward network (FFN) is 512. The number of temporal
queries Qall is four, of which three are previous temporal
queries Qpre and one is the current target query Qcur.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Success plots of one-pass evaluation (OPE) about cam-
era motion and motion blur challenges on LaSOT[15]. Best
viewed in color and zooming in.

Training strategy. Following traditional protocols, we
trained our model on four datasets, namely: LaSOT [15],
COCO [27], TrackingNet [33], and GOT-10k [23] (remove
1,000 videos as [48]). We test the GOT-10k with its training
split to follow the protocol described in [23]. We use typ-
ical commonly used data augmentation methods, including
horizontal flipping and brightness jittering. We train AQA-
Track with AdamW [29] optimizer, set the weight decay to
10−4, the initial learning rate for the backbone to 4 × 10−5,
and other parameters to 4 × 10−4. We trained the model for
a total of 150 epochs with 60k image pairs, and the learning
rate was decayed to 4 × 10−5 at the 120th epoch. For GOT-
10k, we trained the model for a total of 100 epochs, and the
learning rate decayed at the 80th epoch. To learn continuous
spatio-temporal information, we used video-level sampling
strategies in training. Specifically, we sample n video se-
quences each containing m template-search pairs (with the
same template). So, the total batch size in each iteration
is n ∗ m. For the AQATrack-256, we set n and m to 4,8,
respectively. For AQATrack-384, due to the limitations of
GPU memory, n and m are 4 and 4 respectively.

Inference. We followed the common practice [8, 51, 55]
and utilized the Hamming window to incorporate positional
priors. We use a set of target queries provided by the previ-
ous frames in the inference process to mine instantaneous
appearance changes. As demonstrated in the Tab. 1, we
compared inference speed, MAC, and Params with state-of-
the-art trackers. Our AQATrack can run in real-time at more
than 65fps which is more than twice as far as STARK [48].

4.2. Results and Comparisons

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, AQA-
Trackis compared with the current SOTA trackers on six
datasets, i.e., LaSOT [15], LaSOText [16], GOT-10K [23],
TNL2K [42], UAV123 [32], TrackingNet [33].

LaSOT [15]. LaSOT consists of 280 videos for test-
ing, serving as a challenging large-scale long-term tracking
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Table 2. Performance comparisons with state-of-the-art trackers on the test set of LaSOT, LaSOText , GOT-10K, TNL2K and UAV123.
We add a symbol * over GOT-10k to indicate that the corresponding models are only trained with the GOT-10k training set. The top two
results are highlighted with red and blue fonts, respectively.

Method Source LaSOT[15] LaSOText GOT-10K∗ TNL2K UAV123
AUC(%) Pnorm(%) P(%) AUC(%) Pnorm(%) P(%) AO(%) SR0.5(%) SR0.75(%) AUC(%) P(%) AUC(%)

AQATrack-256 Ours 71.4 81.9 78.6 51.2 62.2 58.9 73.8 83.2 72.1 57.8 59.4 70.7

F-BDMTrack-256[49] ICCV23 69.9 79.4 75.8 47.9 57.9 54.0 72.7 82.0 69.9 56.4 56.5 69.0
ROMTrack-256[3] ICCV23 69.3 78.8 75.6 48.9 59.3 55.0 72.9 82.9 70.2 - - 69.7
ARTrack-256[47] CVPR23 70.4 79.5 76.6 46.4 56.5 52.3 73.5 82.2 70.9 57.5 - 67.7

SeqTrack-B256[9] CVPR23 69.9 79.7 76.3 49.5 60.8 56.3 74.7 84.7 71.8 54.9 - 69.2
OSTrack-256[51] ECCV22 69.1 78.7 75.2 47.4 57.3 53.3 71.0 80.4 68.2 54.3 - 68.3

VideoTrack[46] CVPR23 70.2 - 76.4 - - - 72.9 81.9 69.8 - - 69.7
SimTrack-B/16[7] ECCV22 69.3 78.5 - - - - 68.6 78.9 62.4 54.8 53.8 69.8

MixFormer-22k[11] CVPR22 69.2 78.7 74.7 - - - 70.7 80.0 67.8 - - 70.4
AiATrack-320[19] ECCV22 69.0 79.4 73.8 - - - 69.6 80.0 63.2 - - 70.6

STARK[48] ICCV21 67.1 77.0 - - - - 68.8 78.1 64.1 - - -
AutoMatch[56] ICCV21 58.3 - 59.9 - - - 65.2 76.6 54.3 47.2 43.5 -

TransT [8] CVPR21 64.9 73.8 69.0 - - - 67.1 76.8 60.9 50.7 51.7 69.1
TrDiMP[41] CVPR21 63.9 - 61.4 - - - 67.1 77.7 58.3 - - 67.5

Ocean [55] ECCV 20 56.0 65.1 56.6 - - - 61.1 72.1 47.3 38.4 37.7 -
SiamPRN++[25] CVPR19 49.6 56.9 49.1 34.0 41.6 39.6 51.7 61.6 32.5 41.3 41.2 61.0

ECO [12] ICCV 17 32.4 33.8 30.1 22.0 25.2 24.0 31.6 30.9 11.1 32.6 31.7 53.5
MDNet [34] CVPR16 39.7 46.0 37.3 27.9 34.9 31.8 29.9 30.3 9.9 38.0 37.1 52.8
SiamFC [1] ECCVW16 33.6 42.0 33.9 23.0 31.1 26.9 34.8 35.3 9.8 29.5 28.6 46.8

Some Trackers with Higher Resolution

OSTrack-384[51] ECCV22 71.1 81.1 77.6 50.5 61.3 57.6 73.7 83.2 70.8 55.9 - 70.7
SeqTrack-B384[9] CVPR23 71.5 81.1 77.8 50.5 61.6 57.5 74.5 84.3 71.4 56.4 - 68.6
ARTrack-384[47] CVPR23 72.6 81.7 79.1 51.9 62.0 58.5 75.5 84.3 74.3 59.8 - 70.5

ROMTrack-384[3] ICCV23 71.4 81.4 78.2 51.3 62.4 58.6 74.2 84.3 72.4 - - 70.5
F-BDMTrack-384[49] ICCV23 72.0 81.5 77.7 50.8 61.3 57.8 75.4 84.3 72.9 57.8 59.4 70.9

AQATrack-384 Ours 72.7 82.9 80.2 52.7 64.2 60.8 76.0 85.2 74.9 59.3 62.3 71.2

Table 3. Performance comparisons with state-of-the-art trackers on the test set of TrackingNet. The top two results are highlighted with
red and blue fonts respectively.

SiamFC ECO SiamRPN++ TransT STARK MixFormer-22k AiATrack OSTrack ARTrack SeqTrack F-BDMTrack AQATrack-256 AQATrack-384
[1] [12] [25] [8] [48] [11] [19] [51] [47] [9] [49] ours ours

AUC(%) 57.1 55.4 73.3 81.4 82.0 83.1 82.7 83.9 85.1 83.9 83.7 83.8 84.8
PNorm(%) 66.3 61.8 80.0 86.7 86.9 88.1 87.8 88.5 89.1 88.8 88.3 88.6 89.3

P(%) 53.3 49.2 69.4 80.3 - 81.6 80.4 83.2 84.8 83.6 82.6 83.1 84.3

benchmark. As illustrated in Tab. 2, we compare the results
of the AQATrack with the previous SOTA trackers. The re-
sults show that AQATrack-256 achieved 71.4% AUC on La-
SOT [15], significantly outperforming other trackers at the
same resolution. And AQATrack-384 with an AUC score of
72.7% surpassing all other trackers without bells and whis-
tles. As shown at Fig. 4, AQATrack demonstrate compet-
itive performance in all challenges on LaSOT. Particularly,
Fig. 5 demonstrates AQATrack outperforms previous SOTA
trackers in camera motion and motion blur challenges. The
outstanding performance on the LaSOT benchmark men-
tioned above proves the effectiveness of our approach in
mining spatio-temporal information.

LaSOText [16]. LaSOText expands upon the LaSOT
[15] dataset by adding 150 videos. These introduced se-
quences pose significant challenges due to the presence of
numerous interference of similar objects in the videos. The
results presented in Tab. 2 demonstrate that our AQATrack-
256 outperforms all other trackers by a substantial margin,

achieving the highest Pnorm score of 62.2% and surpass-
ing ARTrack [47] by 1.4%. Additionally, our higher reso-
lution model AQATrack-384 also significantly outperforms
previous trackers in all three metrics. This establishes a new
state-of-the-art on LaSOText, indicating that our tracker has
a robust discrimination ability against similar distractors.

GOT-10k [23]. In the GOT-10k dataset’s test set, a one-
shot tracking rule is applied. This rule mandates that track-
ers are solely trained on the GOT-10k training split, and
there is no overlap in object classes between the train and
test splits. We adhere to this protocol for training our model
and evaluate the results by submitting them to the official
evaluation server. As indicated in Tab. 2, AQATrack-384
and AQATrack-256 outperform most of the previous track-
ers. This highlights our trackers’ ability to perceive the tar-
get’s changing state. The exceptional performance on this
one-shot benchmark underscores the effectiveness of AQA-
Track in extracting spatio-temporal information for unseen
classes in an adaptive and autoregression manner.
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Table 4. Ablation study for important components. Blank denotes
the component is used by default, while ✗ represents the compo-
nent is removed. Performance is evaluated on LaSOT[15].

# Decoder STM TA Qall Autoregression AUC(%) Pnorm(%) P(%)

1 ✗ ✗ 70.5 80.7 77.5
2 ✗ ✗ 70.8 80.9 77.6
3 ✗ ✗ 70.5 80.6 77.4
4 71.4 81.9 78.6

TNL2K [42]. TNL2K is a tracking dataset consisting of
700 videos available for testing. AQATrack-256 achieved a
new state-of-the-art score of 57.8% in AUC at the same res-
olution, as shown in the Tab. 2. AQATrack-384 also demon-
strated outstanding performance, with AUC score of 59.3%.

UAV123 [32]. UAV123 is a dataset for unmanned aerial
vehicles, comprising 123 videos. In the Tab. 2, we present
the results, including our model and previous state-of-the-
art trackers such as OSTrack, MixFormer, TransT, and
STARK, among others. Our model significantly outper-
forms these methods, achieving two AUC scores of 70.7%
and 71.2% with a considerable margin.

TrackingNet [33]. The TrackingNet benchmark com-
prises 511 testing sequences. As shown in Tab. 3,
AQATrack-384 demonstrated competitive performance
compared to previous state-of-the-art trackers. AQA-
Track gets the best Pnorm, surpassing the previous best-
performing tracker ARtrack [47].

4.3. Ablation Study and Analysis

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed spatio-
temporal information learning method, we conducted some
ablation study using AQATrack-256 as the baseline on La-
SOT [15].

Spatial encoder. Recently, the vanilla ViT-Base [13]
model pretrained with MAE [22], has been frequently used
as a backbone for feature extraction and fusion. For a fair
comparison, we conducted a study using ViT as the spa-
tial encoder in AQATrack-256, and the results as shown in
Tab. 5. The ViT-based AQATrack improved by 0.5% in
terms of success compared to only ViT, which indicates
the effectiveness of the proposed temporal decoder with
learnable and autoregressive queries. To avoid damaging
the integrity of spatial information, we use a hierarchical
transformer (HiViT [54]) as the encoder. The HiViT-based
AQATrack improved by 0.9% compared to only HiViT. In
summary, the HiViT-based AQATrack-256 outperforms the
ViT-based AQATrack-256 by 0.8% in AUC. It also shows
that our spatial encoder can better capture the spatial fea-
tures of targets. This is attributed to the fact that, unlike ViT
where images are downsampled 16 times simultaneously,
HiViT progressively downsamples images before entering
the attention block. So it facilitates the effective preserva-
tion of spatial features.

Table 5. The effectiveness of our method using other encoders on
LaSOT[15].

Encoder Temporal Decoder AUC(%) Pnorm(%) P(%)

ViT[13] - 69.1 79.1 75.1
✓ 69.6 79.5 75.6

HiViT[54] - 70.5 80.7 77.5
✓ 71.4 81.9 78.6

Table 6. Experimental studies on the number of decoder layers.

Number of Decoder Layers(M) AUC(%) Pnorm(%) P(%)

1 70.5 80.6 77.2
3 71.4 81.9 78.6
6 71.1 81.2 77.9

Temporal decoder. The temporal decoder is a key mod-
ule for instantaneous spatio-temporal information learning.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this module, we tested
the impact of different numbers of temporal decoder layers
(M ) on our method. When M is 0, it is equivalent to re-
moving the temporal decoder and STM from our network,
leaving a spatial encoder, degenerated into a structure sim-
ilar to OSTrack [51]. As demonstrated in the Tab. 4 (#1),
the tracker only has a spatial encoder and achieved an AUC
score of 70.5% on the LaSOT benchmark, which is 0.9%
lower than the AQATrack that uses both spatio-temporal in-
formation (as shown in Tab. 4 (#4)). This proves that learn-
ing solely based on spatial features cannot accurately track
the target. As illustrated in Tab. 6, when the number of de-
coder layers increases from 1 to 3, the decoder learns richer
temporal information, resulting in better performance. The
three variants in Tab. 6 are trained using the same configura-
tion, except for the number of layers. When the number of
layers M is 6, AQATrack’s performance slightly decreases.

Temporal queries and length of spatio-temporal in-
formation. We introduce a target query to describe the
state of the target. The input of the decoder is the target
query of the previous m-1 frames and the current frame,
which means that the current frame’s state references the
previous frames. So the length of spatio-temporal informa-
tion obtained by the model is m. We investigate the impact
of different spatio-temporal information lengths on AQA-
Track performance. As shown in Tab. 7 (#1, #2, #3), the
performance of the model increases as the spatio-temporal
range(m) increases from 1 to 4. This proves that when
there are more frames for model reference, more target state
changes can be obtained, thereby achieving better perfor-
mance. However, when m is 8 and 16, the performance of
the model slightly decreases. This is because the number
of video sequences(n) used in each iteration is too small,
resulting in a lack of generalization ability.
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Table 7. Influence of the length of spatio-temporal information.

Batchsize m n AUC(%) Pnorm(%) P(%)

32 1 32 70.5 80.6 77.4
32 2 16 70.8 80.8 77.5
32 4 8 71.4 81.9 78.6
32 8 4 70.6 80.7 77.7
32 16 2 70.2 80.5 77.3

Gound Truth SeqTrack-B384 OSTrack-384 ROMTrack-384 Ours

Figure 6. Comparison tracking result with other three SOTA track-
ers on LaSOT[15] benchmark.

Temporal attention (TA). To demonstrate temporal at-
tention’s key role in collecting target state change informa-
tion across frames, we conducted experiments using self-
attention as a substitute. As a result, the AUC, Pnorm, and P
obtained by the self-attention-based tracker on LaSOT [15]
were 70.7%, 80.9%, and 77.8%, respectively, which are
lower than tracker 0.9% on AUC. This experiment proves
that our designed temporal attention is more effective in
capturing the target motion trend across frames.

Spatial and temporal fusion operation module(STM).
In AQATrack, STM is a simple and effective module that
does not require learning parameter weights. It can enhance
important regions using simple arithmetic operations. We
attempted to use a self-attention layer (i.e., one block of
ViT [13]) to fuse temporal information and spatial features,
and the result was a 70.5% (-0.9% compared to STM) AUC
score on the LaSOT benchmark.

Visualization and qualitative comparison. To intu-
itively demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed con-
tinuous spatio-temporal modeling approach in occluded
scenes, we visualized the tracking results of AQATrack and
previous three SOTA models (i.e., SeqTrack [9], OSTrack
[51], ROMTrack [3]). As shown in the Fig. 6, due to
our tracker’s excellent continuous spatio-temporal model-
ing ability to capture more delicate and subtle changes in the
target state, our tracker achieved the most accurate tracking
in these occlusion sequences. In addition, to demonstrate
the effectiveness of temporal information, we also visual-

#674

#851

 

#1362

Ground Truth          Attention in Encoder   Attention in Decoder

Figure 7. The comparison attention map in the spatial encoder
and the temporal decoder on LaSOT[15]. The first column is the
ground truth, the second column is the self-attention in the en-
coder, and the third column is the multi-head attention(MHA) in
the decoder.

ized the attention maps of the spatial encoder and temporal
decoder, as demonstrated in Fig. 7. It can be seen that under
the guidance of temporal information, the model pays more
attention to the location of the target.

5. Conclusion

We propose AQATrack for continuous spatio-tmeporal
information modeling from a novel perspective. We design
a temporal decoder with temporal attention and temporal
queries, which captures the motion trend to discriminate
the target from similar objects. Empirical evaluation shows
that our method is effective and achieves competitive per-
formance compared to previous SOTA trackers.

Limitation. Our proposed method uses learnable and
autoregressive target queries to capture the concentrated
spatio-temporal information, reducing the unnecessary
background interference introduced by some methods such
as dynamic templates. So we believe that AQATrack with
longer spatio-temporal information can exhibit stronger per-
formance. However, due to the limitations of GPU memory,
the modeling of more long-term spatio-temporal informa-
tion in AQATrack has not been thoroughly explored.
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